
Warriors

Yes I want to serve may country. I 
want to be a warrior for my 

country. So I made the 
choice and went to the warrior centre 
to go for it. I had good fighting skills 
and my motivation was more 

then good. So when they 
asked me to join a new 
experimental task force 

I didn’t have any doubt. 
It was a top secret 

task force. 
They promised 

that it would only 
take a short test-fight and after 

this, I would soon be a full member of 
the task force. 
For this test-fight I got a special 
uniform. I undressed my self in the 

dressing room and opened up the 
package with the uniform. That’s 

strange and exciting at the same time: 
it was a tight latex catsuit with small 
boots and gloves. It fitted very well. I 
had to go outside to the open air test 
facility. The captain was really 
pleased by seeing me standing 
in these tight fitting clothes. I was 
a bit impatient and asked him what 
to do. He told me that there where 
some bulb like aliens in the test facil-
ity which could move extremely fast 
in the air and that they would try to 
get grip on me. Trying to adapt me. 

Thinking straight forward as ever I hadn’t an 
interest in being adapted today. I stood 
there waiting what would happen. 
All over sudden they appeared, 

extremely fast flying through the air. 
What the hell where those things.

 As out of a reflex I kicked one in front of me to 
hell. But at the same moment another one ripped my 

suit in my crotch and went for my vagina and ass. They 
were fast. One was trying to cover my head and another 

two went for my hands. I hadn’t any time to defend my-
self.  In the moment I tumbled over they covered 

my hands, head and I was penetrated deeply 
in my vagina and ass. I was falling on the 
floor without seeing anything, not able to do 

anything. They where just trying to fixate me. I 
almost fainted when tentacles were getting deeper and deep-
er in my body. It felt horrible as if they where eating 
me alive. The one  which covered my head 
was crawling downwards over my neck and 
breasts. The bottom one continued grow-
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ing so big that he pushed my legs inside his body in 
upward position where it meet the other bulbs and 
closed me in a sort of cocoon.
I couldn’t move my legs any more, nor the rest 
of my body. Luckily that I was still able to breath 
trough a sort of hollow tentacle which was pushed 
directly into my longs. I got the strange idea to stop 
fighting against those creatures and what they 
where trying to do to me. Something in my mind 
was telling me that I had to join them, to be one of 
them. I couldn’t resist any more. Of course this 
must be a part of the test, but what a strange test. 
I had a strange feeling that I was really adapted 
by these bulbs. The frightening part was 

that I liked it more and 
more. I had to feel my 

body. I couldn’t resist these bulbs. I would 
fail for the test and was going to be adapted. 
These bulbs must have noticed my surren-
der because at ones my body didn’t heard 
any more. Either did my legs. It felt more and 
more peaceful. I could move my arms and 
hands again. Starting to realise that I would be 
rebuild into one of them made me even feel 

horny. I could move my hands down along 
my breast which where clearly 
increased by size and felt like 

a sort of latex itself. Slimy and extremely sensi-
tive. This felt good. I pushed my hands further 
down my body and noticed that the adapta-
tion process was in progress. My legs where 
gone. A light panic came back to me but when I 
touched my vagina an overwhelming feeling ful-
filled my deepest desires. Then all over sudden 
the bulb opened up and I was lifted out of the 
bulb by two tentacles. Fresh air ! I took a deep 
breath happy to be released. I looked at myself 
and I felt great. All over sudden my 
body start shocking, my arms start 

to redraw themselves into my upper body, 
my mouth closed itself and was overgrown 
by a latex substance as well as my head. 
It felled that my head redraw itself into my 
torso and I had the strange feeling that 
there where tentacles growing out of my 
body. I couldn’t see anything any more, 
but what was I doing here anyway. I felled 
strong and ready to fight. Yes, I have to 
fight and adapt other human beings, our 
enemies. I am a Warrior bulb and that’s 
what I have to do. The next moment I was  
in the air and  sensed a human 

female body. As fast as I could 
I flew up to here. Avoided her 
legs which where trying to hit 
me and went strait to her crotch 
which I penetrated fast and 
deep with my tentacles. I had 
assistance from other bulbs 
which took care of here arms, 
legs and head. It felt great to 
concur her body. I took her 
whole body inside me. Yes she 
will be one of us, a real warrior.   
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